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ABSTRACT 
Another derivation is given of Beineke and Pippert's formula for the number of 
k-trees with n labeled points. 
A tree is usually defined as a connected graph that has no cycles. The 
following inductive definition can also be used. The graph consisting of a 
single point is a tree, and a tree with n + 1 points is any graph obtained by 
joining a new point to any point in a tree with n points. This definition 
suggests the following generalization of a tree. The graph consisting of two 
adjacent points is a 2-tree, and a 2-tree with n + 1 points is any graph 
that can be obtained by joining a new point to any two adjacent points 
in a 2-tree with n points. A k-tree can be defined analogously. 
Beineke and Pippert [1, 2] recently derived a formula for the number of 
k-trees with n labeled points. Their proof made use of  an identity, derived 
from one of Abel's formulas, that involved a sum over k variables. In this 
note we give a short inductive proof of a result that implies their formula. 
To facilitate the exposition we first go through the argument for 1-trees 
(that is, ordinary trees) and then we outline the argument for k-trees in 
general. 
Let C(n, d) denote the number of  trees T~ with n labeled points in which 
a given point x is joined to exactly d other points. Clarke [4] derived a 
formula for C(n, d) by induction on d; we give another derivation in 
which the induction is on n. 
THEOREM 1. l f  l <~ d <~ n -- 1, then 
* This paper was completed at the Summer Institute of the Canadian Mathematical 
Congress at Queen's University. 
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PROOF: We first show that 
1 n--t~--I  C(n, d) = (n d ) Z C(.--J,t)d', if 1<d<. - -1 ,  (1) 
by showing that the right-hand side is equal to the number of trees Tn 
in which a given point x is joined to exactly d other points (whenever 
necessary we adopt the convention that an empty sum equals one). 
There are (n~l) ways of choosing d points to join to x. Temporarily 
consider these d points and x as a special point y. Construct a tree T,_a 
whose points are y and the remaining n -- d -- 1 ordinary points in which 
y is joined to exactly t other points; this can be done in C(n -- d, t) ways 
by definition. In order to convert his configuration into a suitable tree 
T, we must select, for each of the t edges attached to y, one of the d points 
joined to x to which it actually is joined; this can be done in d t ways. If 
we do this for all possible values of t, then each admissible tree T, is 
obtained exactly once and the equation is proved. 
The formula for C(n, d) certainly holds for small values of n; suppose 
it holds whenever n < m and 1 ~ d ~ n -- l, for some integer m that 
exceeds two. If 1 ~ d ~ m -- 1, then 
= (m -It ~ (m 
d t - -1  
d(m -- 1) (m_  l)m_a_ ~ m -- 2 1)m-a-1 
by (1); the theorem now follows by induction. 
Let Ck(n, d) denote the number of k-trees with n labeled points in which 
for a given k-tuple of mutually adjacent points there are exactly d other 
points joined to every point in the k-tuple. The following result is the 
extension of theorem 1 to k-trees. 
THEOREM 2. I f  1 <~ d ~ n -- k, then 
Q(n,  d) = (" -- k -- 1) ~k(n -- k)~"-~-~. 
d- -1  
PROOF: If the argument used to establish equation (1) is carried through 
for k-trees, we obtain the identity 
d ~ Ck(n - -d , t ) (kd)  t, if 1 ~d~<n- -k .  
t= l  
The theorem now follows by induction as before. 
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We can now derive Beineke and Pippert's formula for Bk(n), the total 
number of k-trees with n labeled points. 
THEOREM 3. I f  1 ~ k <~ n, then 
Bk(n) = (k) (k(n -- k) + 1} "-k-2. 
PROOF: If  Rk(n) denotes the number of k-trees on n labeled points in 
which any given k points are all joined to each other, then 
n--k 
Rk(n) = ~ C~(n, d) = {k(n -- k) + 1} "-~-1 
d-1 
if 1 <<. k <~ n, appealing to Theorem 2. Since there are (~) ways of choosing 
k points from n and since every k-tree with n points contains 
{k(n - -k )  + 1} k-tuples of mutually adjacent points (recall the 
definition of a k-tree), it follows that 
R (n) = (k( ,  - k) + 1) 
Therefore, 
B~(n) = (nk) R~(n){k(n -- k) + I} -1 = (k){k(n -- k) + 1) n-k-~ 
and the theorem is proved. (Notice that when k = 1 the formula for 
Bk(n) reduces to Cayley's formula n "-~ for the number of ordinary trees 
with n labelled points; see [3] and [6].) 
We remark in closing that Clarke's proof of Theorem 1 can also be 
extended to prove Theorem 2 and that the inductive proof we have used 
to prove theorem 1 is similar in spirit to an argument Gtibel [5] used to 
treat another problem of counting trees. 
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